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The Big Picture
This crisis was not isolated. We are in a cycle of ever larger risk-taking, punctuated by ever
larger failures and ever larger bailouts. This cycle cannot go on.
First, we cannot afford it. This crisis strained our government’s borrowing ability. There remains
worry of a flight from the dollar, and default through inflation. We will probably escape that
fate, but the next, bigger crisis may be beyond even our government’s prodigious resources. That
would be a calamity.
Second, the bailout cycle is making the financial system much more fragile. In a crisis, it is
forgivable to stem the tide today and worry about moral hazard tomorrow. But now it is
tomorrow, and unless we deal aggressively with moral hazard, the next tide will be a tsunami.
Financial market participants expect what they have seen and been told: no large institution will
be allowed to fail. They are reacting predictably. Banks are becoming bigger, more global, more
integrated, more “systemic,” more “interconnected,” and more opaque. They want regulators to
fear bankruptcy as much as possible, and they will succeed. These actions will make the system
less stable, not more so.
We need the exact opposite. We need Wall Street to reconstruct the financial system so that as
much of it as possible can fail, with pain to the interested parties, but not to the system. Our task
is to write the rules so they do it.
Policy
There are two competing visions of policy to achieve this goal. In the first, large integrated
financial institutions will be allowed to continue and grow, with the implicit or explicit guarantee
of government help if they get into trouble, but with the hope that higher capital standards and
more aggressive supervision will contain their risks and forestall failure.
In the second, we think carefully about the minimal set of activities that cannot be allowed to fail
and must be guaranteed. We commit not to bail out the rest. Private parties need to prepare for
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their failure, and monitor and discipline their counterparties to avoid it. Whether the legal
mechanism is bankruptcy or not, we fix whatever problems with bankruptcy law cause regulators
to fear it.
I think the second approach is more likely to work. The financial and legal engineering used to
avoid regulation and capital controls last time were child’s play. Powerful authority is attractive
ex-post to mop up. Alas, it sets up incentives which make the system more fragile in the first
place. Too large to fail must become too large to exist.
Resolution Authority
A “resolution authority” offers some advantages in achieving these goals. Currently regulators
feel they must bail out creditors to keep them from exercising their claims in bankruptcy court. A
resolution authority allows the government to impose some of the economic effects of failure —
shareholders lose their equity, debt holders lose value and become the new equity holders —
without actual bankruptcy.
However, nothing comes without a price. First, much of the “systemic effect” regulators seem to
fear is exactly that counterparties will lose money, or that subsidiary contractual claims (such as
CDS contracts) will be triggered. So, it’s not obvious that regulators will use this most important
provision; they may instead use the huge proposed fiscal resources to continue bailouts. Second,
the reason people buy debt in the first place is that they know they can seize assets in the event of
default. If the authority is tough with creditors, firms will substitute to short-term debt and other
“runnable” liabilities, making the system less stable. And rather than assess and monitor the
value of assets, owning debt becomes a game of guessing what the government will do.
The FDIC is a useful model, for its limitations as well as its rights. A successful resolution
authority, which does not just morph into a huge piggybank for Wall Street losses, needs similar
strong and clear limitations.
•

The FDIC applies only to banks. We know who they are – and that the FDIC cannot
“resolve” anything else.

A “resolution authority” must come with a similar clear-cut statement of who is subject to its
authority – and most importantly who is not, and therefore must be allowed to fail, yes, we really
mean it this time! If, as in the Administration’s proposal, a resolution authority applies to bank
holding companies, we must all clearly understand that does not mean investment banks, hedge
funds, insurance companies, and automobile manufacturers — and no last-minute change of
legal status either, please.
Many people have argued the opposite, that it is important to keep the markets guessing about
who will be resolved and who will be allowed to fail. (Paul Volker argued for this view in
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testimony preceding mine on September 24, 2009.) This might improve moral hazard, but it
means markets will spend all their time and effort guessing what the government will do. Worse,
as in Fall 2008, markets will panic when they see signs of change. Faced with panic, the
government will have no choice but to bail everyone out. No, as in the case of the FDIC, clearly
delimited scope is vital.
•

Deposit insurance and FDIC resolution comes with serious restriction of activities. An FDIC
insured bank can’t run an internal hedge fund.

Institutions, or parts of them, that are eligible for “resolution” and consequent government
resources must be limited to their “systemic” activities as much as possible.
•

Deposit insurance and FDIC resolution address a clearly defined “systemic” problem.

Bank deposits are prone to runs, because they have a fixed value (unlike, say, mutual fund
shares), and they are redeemed on a first-come first-served basis. Deposit insurance stops runs
but puts the government at risk. FDIC supervision and resolution is the sensible covenant of the
most senior debt-holder. All of this is coherent and makes sense.
A “resolution authority” must similarly be clearly aimed at specific, defined, and understood
“systemic” problems.
•

The FDIC intervenes with clear triggers, not on administrative whim.

The Administration proposal needs improvement especially on the last two items. In the
Administration’s proposal, the legality of a systemic determination is admirably clear, but not the
grounds. All the Secretary and President have to do is announce their opinion that “the failure of
the bank holding company would have serious adverse effects on financial stability or economic
conditions in the United States.” This is an invitation to panic, frantic lobbying, and
gamesmanship to make one’s failure as costly as possible, as well as an invitation to political
decisions by officials. Market-based rules, such as a trigger based on CDS spreads suggested by
Oliver Hart and Luigi Zingales 2 help to avoid this invitation, as well as the temptation to
postpone resolution.
This obscurity of purpose is not a new problem. As an ardent observer of events in the last
tumultuous year, I have heard many declarations of imminent systemic risk, but never any
explanation of exactly what “systemic risk” is.
Name and Fix Bankruptcy’s Faults
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Before designing an alternative, we have to ask, what are the “systemic” problems of bankruptcy
that we are trying to fix, anyway?
If you ask this question, you typically find technical problems that are readily solved. Some
examples:
•

Lehman and Bear Stearns both experienced runs on their brokerage businesses. If you own
stocks in a brokerage account, there is no more reason you should have to go to bankruptcy
court to get them — or pull them out in a panic ahead of time — than you should need to go
to court to get your car out of the repair shop if the auto dealer fails. Putting a “ring fence”
around brokerage accounts in bankruptcy, or otherwise separating “systemic” brokerage from
risk-taking, solves this problem, removing the incentive to run.

•

Many investors found collateral tied up in foreign bankruptcy courts. Others, knowing this
problem, “ran,” refusing to renew short-term debt even against good collateral. This is easy
to fix. Collateral is collateral, and it’s yours if the other side defaults.

•

Money market funds holding Lehman debt suffered a run, since they promise steady $1
value. There is no reason money market funds can’t trade at net asset value any time the
value falls below $1, removing entirely the incentive to run. Money market funds are not
mom-and-pop bank accounts.

In fact, one healthy effect of Lehman’s failure is that financial market participants are already
addressing these problems, demanding greater soundness of prime-broker relationships, clearer
treatment of collateral, and rewriting money-market fund accounting rules. I don’t mean to make
light of the substantial legal problems. But fixing them will cost a lot less than the hundreds of
billions of dollars we are throwing around in bailouts.
Resolution does not avoid these questions. Someone has to decide who gets what. If Citi is too
complex for us to do this now, how is the poor Treasury secretary going to make it up at 2 a.m.
on a Sunday night? The Administration’s proposal substitutes huge power for any rules, but this
does not avoid the need to make these complex decisions. As a specific example, the losses by
debtholders envisioned in the resolution authority’s powers will trigger cross-default clauses in
millions (literally) of derivatives and other contracts. This is exactly the “complexity” that leads
regulators to fear bankruptcy. Can you really not say in advance what we’re going to do about
this? If we do say so in advance, aren’t we just fixing bankruptcy law?
Perhaps then the fear is that losses in bankruptcy will lead to the failure of other “systemic”
institutions down the chain. But losses in credit markets are small compared to the losses that the
financial system absorbs easily in stock markets every day. In any case, the right answer is to
protect the systemically important activity downstream, not to bail out losers to restore the
appearance of solvency.
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Why then is Lehman’s failure perceived to be such a problem? The major complaint, and the
only persuasive potential 3 argument, is psychological, not technical: Markets expected the
government to bail everybody out. Lehman’s failure made them reconsider whether the
government would bail out Citigroup. If everyone expects the government to bail out, then the
government must do so to avoid a panic.
Needless to say, if this is indeed the problem, the right answer is to limit and clearly define,
rather than expand and leave vague, the presumption that everyone will be bailed out. Markets
that are always guessing what the government will and won’t do are prone to panic.
Bottom Line
The major systemic problem in Fall 2008 was the freezing of short-term debt markets. There are
many classic remedies to this problem, including limits on how much systemic activity can be
supported by rolling over short-term debt or other runnable assets (the FDIC won’t let a bank
finance a loan portfolio with overnight debt!), intervention by the Fed as lender of last resort,
and removing uncertainty about government action.
In turn, short-term debt markets froze ultimately because of the moral hazard associated with
too-big-to fail perceptions.
We do need to figure out how to “resolve” large financial institutions, with our major goal being
that of removing this moral hazard. For 230 years, we have been a nation of laws, procedures,
and checks and balances. As a result of long and bitter experience, our founders did not put their
faith in unlimited power and discretion of public officials. A “Resolution Authority” based on
the latter model rather than the former is sure, sooner or later, to remind us of that experience.
Once we start writing down who gets help, when, which contracts are honored in what order,
what the limited powers of the authority are — which we must, if we are to avoid total chaos —
the question of whether we call it “resolution authority” or “fix bankruptcy” is merely the name.
The Administration has also proposed a far-reaching reregulation of the entire financial system,
including “consumer protection,” executive compensation, how derivatives are traded, and how
hedge funds are regulated. I am afraid these projects are diluting the attention needed to focus on
the important task at hand. We need to focus on the former, truly “systemic,” and difficult
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problems, without losing ourselves in a contentious reregulation of every corner of the financial
system, most of which had little to do with this crisis.
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